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This draft Safety Evaluation is on WNP-3 geology and seismology, Section 2.5
of the Final' Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).

2.5 Geolg y and Seismology

following-the review of the WNP-3 FSAR, the staff completed a draft geology and
seismology Safety Evaluation (SE). Since completion of the Construction Permit
(CP) review, extensive geologic and seismic information has become available.
This resulted in e number of open items. The staff has reviewed the applicant's
response to requests for additional information and the issues are discussed in
this SE. As pi.rt of this review, the staff met with Washingtor Public Power
Supply System (WPPS$), the applicant, and the staff's advisors (the U.S.

.

-?

Geological Survey (USGS) and a geological consultant, Or. David $1emmons).
,

The 'ellowing CP staff conclusions are still valid:

(1) The inferred large deep-seated fault blocks that have been associated
with large earthquakes in the southern part of Puget Sound are not
present in the site area.

,

(2) Mapped faults in the site vicinity,. including those in'the excavation,
are not capable.

'

(3) The volcanic hazar'd to the site has been acequately addressed .even in
light of the recent eruption of Mt. St. Helens, and'has been appropriately
considered in the design.

Based on new data since the CF the following are new staff conclusions:

(1) There are no capable faults in the area wound the site that could be
expected to cause. surface displacement at the site or generate _ ground
motions that would impact the seismic design bases for the WNP-3 site.

.(2) The maximum random earthquake in the crust near the site is magnitude 5)
to 6.'

;

l
(3) The maximum magnitude earthquale 'or the intraslab subductior, zone source ;

is about magnitude 71 |

'l
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(4) The interface subduction zone source is considered capable of a great
(larger than m6gnitude 8) maximum magnitude earthquake. This maximum
magnitude will be reviewed in light of further paleoseismicity studies

1 in Washington and Or.gon when WPPS$ reactivates its application for an
operating license.4

(5) TheSafeShutdownEarthquake(SSE)accelerationof0.32gisacceptableat
this time, but will be reviewed in light of any new information that
becomes available prior to WPPSS reactivating its operating license
request.

(6) TheOperatingBasisEarthquake(0BE)accelerationof0.169isacceptable.

(7) Geological and seismological information that develops after this staff
review will need to be addressed, for this reason the applicant should
closely follow geoscience investigations that relate to the Pacific
Northwest and particularly the WNP-3 site.

2.5.1 Ge0MV

2.5.1.1 Reaional Geolooy

General

The WNP-3 site is located in the Pacific Border Physiographic Province of,

"

Washington State, about two miles south of the town of Satsop and 16 miles
east of the city of Aberdeen. The site area lies in the Chehalis Lowlands,
which comprise a physiographic zone separating the northern termination of the
Oregon Coast Range from the Olympic Mountains.

The site and its environs are largely undes lain by Cenozoic (65 million years
before present (mybp)) to 1.6 mybp strata. Relative to more northern areas
of the region, rocks of the site area are not highly deformed. Igneous rocks
of Mesozoic (250 mybp to 65 mybp) and Cenozoic age, however, are more abundant
than either sedimentary or metamorp!ic units throughout the region. The nearest
outcrops to the site of Mesozoic and Paleozoic (570 mybp to 250 mybp) rocks
(metamorphic, igneous, and sedimentary types) ers 'ound in the highly deformed
area north and northwest of the plout area. Lithologically, the Cenozoic strata
consists predominantly of marine clastic sediments deposited on a basement of
Eocene (53 mybp to 36.5 mybp)' oceanic bosalts.

The tectonic history of the site region is complex, with both eastward and
westward directed low-angle thrusts, grabens, granitic plutons, and strato-
volcanoes being best displayed and develosed in the Northern Cascades. In the
Northern Cascades, the Paleozoic Era is claracterized by metamorphic and
eugeosynclinal rocks. Eugeosynclinal sediments, granitic plutons, low-angle
thrusts, and grabens were formed throughout the Mesozoic Era. During Cenozoic
times, the formation of grabens, granitic plutons and basalt flows dominated
tectonic activity.-

The tectonic deformation of western North America is " elated to the
interaction of two major lithospheric plates, the ;< orth American Plate and the
Pacific Plate. The interaction is principalt along two major transcurrent

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
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faults, the San Andreas fault in California and the Queen Charlotte fault off
the coast of western Canada. However, in the area between Cape llendocino in
northern California and the southern extent of the Queen Charlotte fault off
the western tip of Vancouver Island, the two major plates named above are'

separated from one another by the Explorer, Juan de Fuca, and Gorda plates.
These plates are being subducted beneath the North American Plate.

'

The North Ameri' L > ate above the subduction zone is comprised of allochthonous
terranes that he <. i n accreted to the plate during the Mesozoic and Cenozoic

.

Eras. The Eocene crescent formation basalts separate the earlier accretionary
' prism to the east from the modern accretionary prism to the west. The modern

prism underlies the basalts and consists of the sedimentary core rocks. These
rocks range in age from 42 mybp to the present (Lewis and others, 1988).

Volcanolocv

The seafloor magnetic anomaly pattern east and west of the Juan de Fuca Ridge
indicotes that port of the Juan de fuca Plate has been subducted beneath the
North American Plate. Neogene (24 mybp to 1.6 mybp) volcanics that are directly
related to subduction of the Juan de Fuca Plate are expressed in the High
Cascades as a line of strato-volcanoes extending from northern Californio to
southern British Columbio and include Mt. Roinier, Mt. St. Helens and Mt. Hood.
Eight of the volcanoes are within 200 miles of the WNP-3 site, the nearest
being Mt. Rainier and Mt. St. Helens, each about 80 miles away. All of the
volcanoes are believed to have been active within the past 15,000 years and
several of them including Mt. St. Helens and IIt. Rainier are considered active
at the present time.

Prior to 1980 lit. Roinier had received the most study. The studies shew that
it has been intermittently active during the last 10,000 years. This activity
has been mainly of the pyroclastic type, but includes at least one flow which
extended nine miles from the mountain. Three of the tephra eruptions
deposited about one inch of material up to 20 miles east of the mountain. The
lost major eruption occurred ebout 2,000 years ago, but minor eruptive
activity occurred 120 years and 150 years ago.

In oddition to the eruptions of tephra, numerous mud flows have occurred at
Mt. Rainier. The largest of these, the Osceola mud flow, occurred 5,700 years
ago, it extended about 70 miles down-valley from the volcano. None of the
river valleys which could be potential mud flow pathways pass near the WNP-3
site. We conclude, therefore, that Mt. Rainier presents no mud flow hazard to
the site.

A reessessment of the volcanic hazard was made af ter the May 18, 1980 eruption
of Mt. St. Helens, it was found that downwind of the prevailing winds from
the volcano at about 80 miles (plant's distance) there was an occumulation of
6 inches of tephro; but no ash fell at the WNP-3 site. In its analysis the
applicant assumed a maximum thickness of 1.75 inches for design purposes
because the WNP-3 plant is upwind from the nearest Cescade volcanoes. Based
on a review of the available data, the staff concludes that this is a
reasonable value.

.- . . - . . .. . _ . - - .
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Cascadia Subduction Zone

The overriding issue with respect to regional geology for the WNP-3 site is
the nature of the Cascadia Subduction Zone and the potential seismic hazard
that it represents. The staff has completed its review of the information
submitted by the applicant in response to requests for additional information.
The staff reviewed the applicant's responses and pertinent documents in the
published literature, attended meetings with the applicant and its consultants
and meetings with geoscientists engaged in research in the Pacific Northwest,
and conducted geological reconnaissances in the site region,

in the CP Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for WNP-3, the staff concluded that
*while the available data are not clearly definitive we believe that they tend
tosupporttheinterpretationthatsubductionisnolongeroccurringalongthe
Juan de Fuca-North American Plate boundary." Since that time there is now
general agreement among earth scientists that the Juan de Fuca plate is sub-
ducting beneath southern Vancouver Island, western Washington and western Oregon.
The evidence for en active subduction zone is the following:

(1) Magnetic linear anomalies on the ocean floor and the continental slope
indicate the Juan de Fuca oceanic plate is subducting beneath the
continental North American plate in a North 50 degrees East direction at
a rate of 3 to 4 cm/yr.

(2) A low-high gravity couple (low offshore-high onthore) over the downgoing
slab suggest a subduction zone (Riddihough, 1979).

(3) Increased seismic coverage has recorded small earthquakes and the
locations of these events have revealed a planar zone of seismicity
dipping to the east-northeast from the coast and under Puget Sound to
depths of about 70 km (Crosson end Owens,1987; Taber and Smith,1985;
WeaverandBaker,1988). (Most subduction zones between oceanic and
continental plates are identified by dipping slabs of seismicity (Benioff
zones) within the subducting plate and thrust-type earthquakes alung the
interface at the top of the subducting plate.)

(4) Most of the sediments that have been carried into the subdu('. ion zone can
be accounted for in the accreted wedge west of the coast (Hyndman and
others,1990).

(5) Seismic refraction and other geophysical data show evidence of a slab
underVancouverIsland(Hyndmanandothers,1990), Washington (Taberand
Lewis,1986)andOregon(Keachandothers,1986).

(6) The' Cascade range is a chain of active volcanoes that extends from
southern British Columbia to northern California. The position of the
subducting slab is inferred to be under the Cascades because active
volcanic arcs are usually located 100 to 125 km above subducting slebs.

The Cascadia Subduction Zone, which is more then 1000 km long, extending from
| southern British Columbia to northern California, is comprised of 3 mini-plates,
' which are remnants of the once more extensive farallon oceanic plate that

subducted beneath the western United States. The Juan de Fuca Plate is bounded

- - -..- . . . - . .
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to the north across the Nootka Transform Fault by the very small Explorer
Plate, to the south across the Blanco fracture Zone by the small Gorda !

; Plate, to the west by the Juan de Fuca Ridge and to the east by the Cascadia
] Subduction Zone. These two mini-plates are being severely deformed internally

due to their involvement in the transition from the subduction tectonics of the
Juan de Fuca Plate to the strike slip tectonics of the Queen Charlotte Fault

. along coastal Canada to the north and the San Andreas Fault-Mendocino fracture
| Zone to the south.

The Juan de Fuca oceanic plate is currently subducting beneath the North American
Plate in a N50*E direction at a rate estimated at the latitude of the Columbia

i River to be about 4 cm/ year (42 mm/yr 27 mm/yr, Ridd1 hough,1984). The
orthogonal convergence rate is estimated to have been about 3.4 cm/yr
(Jarrad 1986)uptoabout 500,000 years ago. As there have been no magnetic
reversalsinthelast 700,000 years, it is not possible to calculate the

j precise current rate of convergence, so it is assumed to be the same. '

There is abundant evidence for the current subduction of the zone. However,
because of the absence in the historic past of large subduction zone thrust
earthquakes associated with the Cascadia Subduction Zone the seismogenic
potential has been questioned. There are two end member hypotheses concerning
the seismic potential of this zone. The plates are either locked along their

i interface and stress will eventually be released as a great earthquake; or the
two plates are slipping past each other aseismically and stress is not
accumulating in a way that could result in a great earthquake.

Although WPPSS acknowledges the possibility that the plate interface
is locted, the applicant favors aseismic subduction as the primary mode of
plate interaction. The applicant finds the Cascadia Subduction Zone is
characterized by unique thermal and mechanical properties that do not require
the potential occurrences of great earthquakes and presents the following
arguments:

,

(1) Subduction is occurring, but there is no historical evidence of large
thrust events and no evidence from the current seismic network of
intermediate size earthquakes that could be directly attributed to slip-

on the interface. Seismically active subduction zones have had at least
moderate size events prior to a great earthquake.

(2) Subduction zone comparisons relying primarily on rates of plate
convergence and age of subducting oceanic lithosphere alone are overly<

;. simplistic and may not apply to the Cascadia Subduction Zone, where there
have been no historical reports of large thrust earthquakes. Each
subduction zone that has been compared with the Cascadia Zone has
different characteristics-(i.e. age of the subducting slab or convergence
rate).

(3) The seismically quiescent interface at the top of the subducting plate is
deforming aseismically due to the slow subduction of the hot,
sediment-laden Juan de Fuca plate. The thick sediment cover impedes
cooling of the plate. The combination of high fluid pressures
(overpressured sediment) with high clay content and high temperatures
createsanenvironmentforstablesubduction(Sammisandothers,1988).

1
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| (t) The subducting plate is segmented; however, the boundaries, which are
based mostly on the structure of the subducting plate, are uncertain.;

'

Each segment has a lack of seismicity along the interf ace with the
overlying plate. These observations suggest that it is unlikely the

| entire plate boundary would rupture in one event.

($) If there was a seismic gap (a gap along a seismically active plate
bound 6ry), there would be anomalous activity at segment boundaries, but
such activity.is not observed.

(6) The results of recent strain measurements in the Seattle area are not
conclusive. The data indicate complex strain time histories and thus do
not sug;est cumulative strain accumulation (Crosson,1986).

(7) Several other subduction zones, such as the southernmost Chile subduction
zone, are deforming aseis;aically.

(C) The convergence rate has decreased over the past few million years
(Riddihcugh,1984).

,

(9) There is no evidence for late Holocene (last 3,000 years) uplift of the
coastline. Such uplift is common for subduction zones with great
earthquakes (West and McCrumb,1988a; West and McCrumb,1988b).

'(10) The subsidence of tidal marshlands along the Washington-Oregon coast is
due to worldwide fluctuations in sea level or tsunamis from distant
seismic events:and not subsidence from large earthquakes on the Cascadia r

Subduction Zone.
4

(11) Turbidity flow d(posits at the base of the continental slope are due to
slumping of shelf-edge sediments and not great earthqcckes,

paleoseismicity.

As a means of determining the seismogenic potential of ne Cascadia Subduction
Zone there have been several research efforts. Analysis of the Cascadia
Subduction Zone and comparison with apparently similar subduction zones around
the-Pacific Ocean led two seismologist (Heaton and Kanamori,1984) to conclude
that the Cascadia Subduction Zone is-locked and a great earthquake is likely
in the-future. This conclusion is based on youth of the plate and rate of <

convergence. Su ? port for that hypothesis was provided during- the 16st several .

years by geomorp11c and geologic studies in coastal southwest Washington and
northwest Oregen (Atwater,1987; Peterson and Darienzo,1988).

Research of coastal coseismic deformation resulting from great plate-interface'

earthquakes such as the 1964 Alasta and the 1960 Chile earthquakes (plafker,
1969.1972), revealed a lineer pattern of coseismic deformations consisting of
an elongated zone of uplift and a parallel rene of subsidence. The zone of
uplift can experience as much as 2 m of regional coseistic uplift in a tone
80-160 km wide (Nelson and personius,1989) and the arcward zone of- subsidence

canbewiderthantheupliftzone,hundredsofkmlong,andexperienceup)to2-3 m of regional subsidence. Holocene (10,000yearsbeforepresent(ybp to
j
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I present) terraces along the coast that could have been caused by roseismic
j uplif t are relatively uncongnon even in southern Oregon where the coast is

sufficiently close to the trench to be within the zone of uplift. This lack oft

! Holocene terraces has been cited by the applicant as evidence for the lack of
1 occurrence of repeated, great interplate earthquakes in central and southern

Oregon (WestandMcCrumb,1988a).

! Atwater (1987) proposed that the coastline of Washington and much of Oregon
j lay within the zone of regional subsidence during Holocene subduction zone
;- earthquakes. He found geological evidence for repeated submergence at several
| locations in estuaries along coastal Washington. That evidence consisted of
! many cycles of abruptly terminated peat deposits overlain by gradationally
[ deposited estuarian muds. He interpreted these sequences to indicate the

peat,followedbythegradualdepositionofetatedlowlandsrepresentedbythe
sudden coseismic subsidence of densely ve!

intertidal muds which gr Wi

! upward to peat, and followed by coseismic subsidence, renewing the cyple.
Atwater's interpretation is supported by the abrupt termination of the peat, .,

; the presence of fine sand and exotic micro fossils on top of the peat indicating
; the possible occurrence of tsunamis immediately after the subsidence event,
! stumps of western red cedar and Sitka spruce trees rooted in the buried peat
i strata which died suddenly, submergence of up to 2 meters, the similarity of
; the cycles from one site to another, and the similarity of these stratigraphic

sequences to those observed in Chile and Alaska associated with great earthquakes,

| there. Up to eight cycles have been identified within the last 5,000 years;
} five cycles of the most widespread events occurred within the last 3,000 years
j insouthwestWashington(NelsonandPersonius,1989).
.

| Although carbon 14 age dating techniques are not of sufficient accuracy to
! distinguish events that occurred several hundred years apart from one site to
| another, there is sufficient information to correlate several subsidence
! events over a distance of at least 200 km (Darienzo and peterson,1990; Grant
i and others 1989). The carbon 14 dates arrc being fine-tuned by tree ring

analyses of western red ceder and Sitka spruce stumps associated with thei

subsidence events. These studies are ongoing at the present time. Additional4

i ongoing studies include paleoliquefication and marine and fluvial terrace
investigations. Similar. findings have been made along the coast in northern

Washington (Grantandothers,1989),(NelsonandPersonius,1989),andnorthern
northern Oregon (Peterson and Darienzo,

'1988), south central coastal Oregoni
California (Carverandothers,1989).;

',

Although aseismic subduction cannot be ruled out, the staff finds the data
j supporting prehistoric occurrences of large subduction zone earthquakes to be

the mcst convincing. The potential magnitude of those events and future events
.

depeno on the areas of the potential rupture surfaces. Based on' differences in
L behavior between-the Explorer and Gorda Plates, as illustrated by their extreme
| internal deformation and seismicity and complex interactions with the continental

margin, when compared with the Juan de Fuca Plate (Riddihough, 1982,1984),the
| staff finds that the Nootka fault and the Blanco fracture Zone which separate

these three plates are valid segmentation features. Therefore, to estimate the
seismic potential one must take into account only the 900 km long Juan de Fuca

|
plate and its inclusive segments, if any. <

!
t
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Segmentation'

As stated above, the staff concludes that the Cascadia Subduction Zone is
segmented by the Nootka fault Zone and the Blanco fracture Zone, which bound
the Juan de Fuca Plate on the north and south, respectively. There is

i considerable support in the literature for segmenting the Juan de Fuca Plate
(WPPS$, June 30, 1988 Table 2). Based on this information and its own geological,
geophysical and seismological analyses, the applicant proposes that the Juan de
fuca plate be segmented into three seismogenic zones separated by two segment,

) boundaries as follows:
1

(1) A northern segment boundary at about 47.5'N along the trench, based on a 1

change in the slab dip, changes in the level of intraslab and upper
,crustal seismicity, and a bend in the volcanic arc.

! (2) A southern segment boundary at approximately 45'N, based on a change in
' dip of the slab,.an abrupt change in the level of slab and upper crustal

seismicity, a bend in the late Cenozoic volcanic front, a change in the
volume of Quaternary (1.6 mybp to present) volcanics, and a change P .h e'

upper plate tectonic regime.
,

Paleoseismic evidence in northern and central Oregon al,o support the presence
of a segment boundary between 44' and 45'N based on differences in the type of
marsh stratigraphic sequences between northern and south. central Oregon (Nelson
endPersonius,.1989). An example given is the contrast between the thick peat
sequences in the Siuslaw River estuary, which are similar to those in southwest

) Washington and those of substantially less thickness farther south such as at
Alsea Day (Peterson and Darienzo,1988). Additionally, Nelson (1987)found
that at least some of the subsidence events of south. central Oregon are likely

- assouieted with local, coseismic events on local structure rather than regional
"

subduction zone events. These findings suggest a difference of behavior from
segments to the north.

There is a considerable amount of ongoing paleeseismic research along coastal
Washington, Oregon and northern California, much of.it under the National ,

Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program. A large part of this research is
focusing on the regional extent of what is interpreted as coseismic
deformation, . recurrence intervals and estimated levels of shaking during
prehistoric. earthquakes. These factors bear directly on the sizes of rupture
surfaces. To date, these studies indicate ruptures u
(Darienzo and Peterson, 1990; Grant and others, 1989)p to at least 200 km long.

Physical restraints', such as the downdip extent of saturated, unconsolidated,
clay rich sediments of accretionary wedges and temperature lead the applicant
to conclude that the maximum seismogenic rupture width should extend updip-no
shallower then 20 km-and downdip to a depth no greater than 35 km. The staff

, . has reviewed the evidence and finds the resulting maximum rupture downdip width
of about 75 km to be reasonable.

The ongoing research may(without magnitude 8+ earthquakes) or provide a strong
indicate that the Juan de Fuca Plate is subducting2:

7

relatively aseismically 1

basis for segmenting the plate. Also, there is the possibility that future research'

.
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will suggest that a lerge enough segment of the Juan de fuca plate, sufficient to
have generated a megnitude 9+ earthquake, ruptured in the prehistoric past.
However, based on the available information, the staff concludes that the
inaximum rupture postulated by the applicant of the segment closest to the WNP.3
site 250 km by 75 km (rupture area = 10,700 W), is reannable, pending the
resultsofongoingresearchintheregion.

_ Offset Seafloor Macnetic Anomalies

Based on thcir review of the FSAR, thc NRC staff anc its advisor, the USGS,
were concerned that a northtest striking fracture zone on the Juan de Fuca
oceanic plate which offset magnetic anomalies on the ocean floor, might be an
active fault that projects e thore and pass close to the site. Several
earthquake epicenters extending fror, near the spreading center and across the
continental margin to the bget Sound area are thought to line up, suggesting
a continuous structure. The applicant presented evidence supporting the
interpretation thet the fracture is the result of propagating rifts at the
Juan de Fuca Ridge, ano therefore is not a tectonic structure. The evidence
includes: the presence of mirror irnages of the tragnetic linnments on both
sides of the Juan de Fuca pidge; the lack of consistent apparent displacarrent
of m gr4 tic lineaticns with time as there should be if the feature were a
fault 6 the lack of aligned seismicity as the applicant interprets it; and
dissimilarity in focal depths and mecFenisms arnong the earthevakes near the
fracture projection. As a result of its revitw the staff agrees with the
applicent thet the fracture zone is the result of propagating rifts forrned
at the Juan de fuch Ridge and not a potential seismic scurce structure significant
to the WNP-3 seitmic design beses.

2.5.1.2 Site Area Ceology

The structural geology of the site and region around thc site is characterized
by large uplifts, and faults and folds related to those uplifts, that were
forrned by regional northeast directed compression during the Tertiary period.
Three of these oplifts are present within the site vicinity, the Minot Peak
uplift, the Blue Mountain uplift, and the Dieck Hills uplift. The site is
loc 6ted on an antic 11ne which is the northern extension of the Minot Peak
uplift. All of the uplifts are bounded primarily on the southwest sides and
southe6st sides by high angle faults that strike north-northwest, and
east-northeast, respectively, with offsets ranging from several thousand feet
to several hundred feet. The closest faults of this kind to the site are the
Weikswood Fault on the southwest side cf the Minot Peak uplif t and the Gibson
Creek Fault on the southeast side of the uplif t. Offsets on both faults
exceed 2,000 feet. Thc Weikswood fault is approximately 1 mile south of the
site at its closest approach, and the Gibstn Creek Fault is about 5-3/4 miles
south of the site.

The applicant investigated all of the faults in the site vicinity by means of
a literature search, r.apping, borings, trenching, and remote sensing
techniques. The f aults were dated by their relationship to Quaternary
fcatures. The applicant deterrnined en upper lirr.it of age of lest movement on
the faults by analyzing cross-cutting relationships between faults and
stratigraphic contacts, relict erosion surf aces, Cuaternary deposits,

._ __
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paleosols and weathering profiles. By determining the ages of these features
the applicant web able tu show an upper limit of movement on these faults of
at least 630,000 years before present and more likely 2 million years before
present. The staff hcs reviewed the data th6t is the basis for the conclusion
and concludes that the faults mapped in the site vicinity are not capable
within the meaning of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100. Numerous minor fau1*,s were
encountered in excavations for the plant. Most of these faults are northwest
to northeast striking reverse faults. The applicant has made a good case in
the FSAR and responses to rec.uests for additional information for relating
these faults to the regional faults and to the Late Tertiary northeast
directed compression. NRC staff geologists examined these faults on several
occasions. The NRC concluced in its November 1,1903 Draft SC that the
faults mapped on and around the site are not capable.

Because of more recent iriformation, however, the staff 6nd its advisor, the
USGS, were concerned about the nature of the faults in the site region at
depth, and the possible presence of undetected capable faults in the site
vicinity. Silver (1972) and Snavely and Wagner (1982) indicate a subduction
tectonic style offshore characterized by eastward dipping thrust f aults that
generally steepen westwerd (upwards) and offset Quaternary sediments.
The staff geestioned whether or not the high angle faults in the site area
might flatten with depth and thus be analcgous to the young faults offshore
and still be active.

The mapped faults in the site vicinity were formed within en accretionary
wedge accompanying subduction during the Tertiary when that region was closer
to the trench, and have been rotated to near vertical attituces. Since that
time, the trench and zone of active accretion have migrated westward to about
160 km west of the site. The area offshore, which is depicted on a regional
east west seismic reflection profile by Soavely and Wagner (1982), represents
the easternmust limit of Quaternary f ault offset related to subduction. This
inter)retation is based on similar characteristics in the accretionary
of otler subduction zones-and on a hypothesis by Moore and Byrne (1987) prismsMoore.

and Byrne (1987) present evidence that indicates that- sediments eccreted to the
overricing plate of active subduction zones undergo stratal disruption and form
a type of melange. The thickness of those disruptive zones grows with
progressive deformation that propagates toward the trench in new sediments as
they are added to the plate. -Initial slip surfaces are abandoned and are
rotated as they move away from the trench. Moore and Byrne (1987) attribute
this abandonment of initial fault surfcces to: (1)' strengthening due-to

porosity loss during(consolidation, (2) localized drops in fluid pressure onfault surfaces, and 3)recrientationoffaultsurfaces. The faults in thee

site vicinity went through these processes many millior,s of years ago and have
been stable for at least 630,000 years as demonstrated by inytstigations
conducted by WPPSS.

Although Quattrnary offset has not been found on faults in the site ytcinity,
steeply dipping Pleistocene deposits have been mapped near- a northwestward
projection of the Wishkah River Fault Zone on the west fork of the Humptulips
River. Thisfaultextendssouthe6stwardalongtheWynootchieanticline(Rau,
1967) and possibly into the Melbourne anticlint (Gower and Pease, 1965) or

-

about 14 miles from the site. The Wishkah River Fault Zone is part of a

n- -- . - - - . - - . - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - -
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| regional fault pattern, which censists of northwest and northeast striking
faults that are the result of northeast directed compression end the

'

develosnent of an accretionary wedge accompanying subduction of the Farallon,

; Plate Mr.eath the North American plate during the Tertiery. The fault zone is
from 2 to 3 miles maximum width about 16 miles long and dips at c steep angle
(80*/90') to the west. Thefaultzoneoffsetsrockswithintheregional;

! bedrock that range in age from 58 million to approximately 5 million years.
Displacment on the fault zone is estimated to range from 500 to more than
2,000 feet,

| Conclusions about the Wishkah River Fault based on the review of information 1

l

provided by the applicant (WPPS$, June 30,1986) and observations made during
a September 19 23, 1988 field trip include:

(1) The fault zcre as it is currently known occurs only in bedrock that is,

'

older than 5 million years.

(2) At those locations where the Wishkah River Fault Zone projects across the,

two forks of the Hum
6no Wynocchee River,ptulips River, the three forks of the Wishkah River,

i

it is overlain by unfaulted (within the resolution,

i ofoirphotogeologicinterpretationandgeologicalreconncissance)
. Pleistocene glacio-fluvial 4 posits that ronge in age from 10,000 to more
'

than 300,000 years before p esent. An exposure showing this cross
cutting relationship was examined at an outcrop of Lincoln Creek

| Formation siltstone and send' tone on the Wishkah River. The Lincoln~

Creek Furmation, which is moie than 23 million years old, is cut by two
feelts of the Wishkah River fault Zone, but terrace gravels Interpreted
to be older than 140,000 years, can be seen overlying one of the faults
without offset.

(3) The tilted Pleistocene lah bed deposits along the west fork of the
humptulips River, which were considered to be possible evidence for
capability, are 3,300 feet from tFe nearest napped projection of the
Wishkah River fault Zone. These beds were deformed somewhere between
10,000 and 140,000 years ago. It is pcssible that an unidentified fault
is responsible for the tilted beds but the most likely cause is slumping
or landsliding that accompanied alpine glaciations and deglaciations of
the area. Such features are common in terrain subjected to glacial
activity.

(4) Southeast of the East fork of the Wishkah River, based on geologic
mapping by Rau (1967), a north-northeast striking fault offsets the
Wishkah fault Zone, indicating that it is younger than the Wishkah Fault.
Zone. This~ fault projects toward the unfaulted contact between the'Montesano
and Astoria formations which is older than 5 million years.

(5). Based on the undisplaced contacts between Tertiary bedrock strata and the
continuity of glacio-fluvial terraces along the Chehalis River, the
Wishkah River Fault Zone is shown on Rau's map to terminate to the
southeast against the west flank.of the Wynocchee Valley Anticline, about
la miles northwest of the WNP-3 site.

2
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Eksed on the geologic evider.ce listed above, the Wishkah Rivtr fault Zont- is
considertd not to be a cap 6ble fault zone within the meaning of Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 100.

The staff's concern about the presence of undetected casable f aults in the !
site vicinity was alleviated to a large extent by the tioroughness of the site
investigations and by a study conducted by the applicant to establish an upper

i

limit for the maximum random earthquake in the site area using both historical |maxirnum earthquake and gevlogical data. The analysis consisted of first |

estimating the maximum event based on geologic data. determining the largest historical event, which is about magnitude 5,lishtd byand then '

This was accomp
determining the rnaximum deformation (fault offset and folding) that could go
unoctected given the resolution of the various geologic investigation techniques |
used in the site vicinity, then calculating the size of the earthquake that
could cause that deformation. The kinds of investigations utilized and the
resolution:, for them were: (1) geological reconnaissance--S meters; (2)
detailed geologic mapping--1 rneter; and (3) detailed logging of trenches or
outcrops--a few centimeters. Given the antiquity of the geologic materiti the
following amounts of cumulative slip could escape detection: (1) 1 m to 5 m in
500,000 years; (2) 0.25 rn in 75,000 years (based on detailed geologic mapping)
to 1 m in 60,000 years (based on a reconnaissance investigetion); and (3) 0.03 m
to 0.10 m in 10,000 years. Based on the historical seismicity and the
geological data, the maxirnum credible random event is estimated to be magnitude
51/2 to C. The staff concludes that the results of thir coalysis envelop the
unlikely occurrence of undetected capeble f aults in the site vicinity.

Conclusion

There are no capable faults in the area eround the site that could be expected
to c6use surface displacernent at the site or generate ground motions that
would irrect the scimic design bases for the WNP-3 site.

2.5.2 St i smolog

2.5.2.1 Seismicity

The most significant seisraological issue involves the seismogenic Dotential
for a great earthquake (larger than magnitude C) associated with tie
subducting Juan de Fuca Plate (the Cascadia Subduction Zone) beneath WHP-3.
As discussed in Section 2.5.1, the tectonic deformation of western North
America is related to the interactiun of two major lithospheric plates, the
North American Plate and the Pacific Plate. In the area betwuen Cape
Mendocino in northern California and the western tip of Vancouver Island, the
two major plates are separated from one another by the small Juan de Fuca
Plate.

Separate smaller plates, the Explorer and Gorda plates, lie north and
south of the Juan de Fuca P16te; these smaller plates broke off from the Juan
de Fuca Plate about 3 to 4 million years ago, as indicated by roarine magnetic
anomaly patterns (Ricdihough, 1964). All three small plates are the remnants
of a once raore extensive plate that subducted bencath the western United States
until about 30 million years ago. The Castedia Subduction Zone is characterized
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by a slow subduction rate, young subducting lithosphere and rapid sedimentation,
which has burieo the offshore trench.

i

Ruff and Kanamori I1980) compared subduction zones worldwide and found a
relationship between the age of the subducting plate, the rate of plate
convergence, and the largest expected magnitude earthquake. Larger
earthquties are expected where there are faster convergence rates and younger
subducting plates. This relationship suggests the subduction of the Juan de
Fuca plate creates a potential for a magnitude 8 or larger earthquake. The
staff asked the applicant to document examples of aseismic subduction zones
which shan the same characteristics as the Juan de Fuca 2one and deterotine
the location and nature of the Cascadia Subduction Zone. The staff's
review of these responses follows.

The University of Washington Geophysics Procram operates a seismic network
covering Washington and northern Oregon. Tfie applicant's updated seismicity
cross-sections for western Washington included a reevaluation of the 1970-19P0
carthouake catalog by the University of Washington and adt tionai data from
1981 through 1986. Since station coverage in Washington and Oregon expanded
significantly between 1970 and 1980, location uncertainty is greater for
pre-1970 events, in addition, in 1984 the University of Washington installed
a broadband seismic network near the WhP-3 site.

The seibmicity in western Washington and Oregon is diffuse except for a
concentration of seismicity around Puget Sound and near active volcanoes.
Most recorded earthquakes occur at depths less than 30 km, with a small number
of earthquakes in the Puget Sound Lowland at depths grecter than 30 km. While
deep carthquakt.6 are more commonly located in the Puget Sound Lowland, some

deep terthquakes occur in other areas of western Washington and Oreg(on.There
is little correlation between mapped faults and shallow seismicity Taber bnd
Smith,1985).

Of the central Cascade volcanoes, Mt. Rainier, Mt. Hooo and Mt. St. Helens
have cssociated seismicity. Earthquakes occur in 6 shallow north-south trend
just to the west of Mt. Rainier and in a cluster at the summit. The events
near Mt. Hood are located under the cone. WeaverandSmith(1983)have
identifitd e 90-km long northeast trending shallow seismic zone through Mt. St.
Helens. The largest events associated with the 1980 Mt. St. Helens eruption
were about magnitude 5. Besides the seismic activity related to the eruption
of Mt. St. Helens, the largest event recorded on this zone is the 1981 Elk

|
Lake earthqucle with a magnitude of 5.5.

'

Offshore the Juan de Fuca Ridge and the Cascadia Basin are virtually aseismic;
| however, small events could be occurring because seismic detection is poor
| offshore. Seismicity is low under the continental shelf and continental
| slope, except where the Nootka fault (the boundary between the Juan de Fuca

and Explorer p(lates) subducts under Vancouver Island and along)the Blanco
|

fracture Zone the southern boundary of the Juan de Fuca Plate ,

fault plane soluttens for the crustal earthcuakes above the subducting slab
indicate north-south corpression as the domincnt regional crustal tectenic

i stress. Stress moceling by Spence (1989) found the combined motions of the
| Pacific and North American plates result in the observed north-south

compression.

I
|

__
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The subduction zone seismicity is deeper than 40 km and separate from the
diffuse zone of shallower (less than 30 kra deep) crustel seismicity, which is
in the upper North Americon plate. The quiet region between the slab and the
crustol eerthquakes is interpreted to incluoe the interf ace separating the
North American eri Juan de Fuca plates. The planar zone of seismicity
associated with the subducted Juan de Fuca Plate consists of a shallow-dipping
western segment, which occurs beneath WNP-3, and a more stteply dipping segment
beneath tht Cascade volcanic arc with seismicity observed to depths of about 70
km. A flexure in the slab occurs between the western and eastern ser"nents
(east of WNP-3 and at a depth of about 50 62) and is associated with'. concen-

.

tration of seismicity under Puget Sound. Worldwide, most subducting slabs have
a flexure at a cepth of between 30 and 50 km. Fault plane solutiors for the

earthquakes in the slab suggest normal faulting, whic1 is e olained by tension
withir the subducting slab generated by gravity pulling on t1e denser oceanic
lithosphere (Taber and Smtth, 1985).

Because the strike of the slab changes from north-south under Oregon to northwest
under Vancouver 1slar.d, some deformation in the subducted plate occurs in the
form of an arch in the slab beneath Puget Sound, whcre there is a concentration
of seismicity within the subducted slab (Crosson and Owens,1987). Weever and
Deker (1988) used earthquake hypocenters to show that the subducted pitte
dips to the east-southeast beneath southwestern Washington and to the northeast
north of the 1955 magnitude 6.5 Seattle earthquake hypocenter. The sabouction
zone dips at an angic of 11 degrees f rom the coast to the flexure. East of the
flexure the dip increases to 20 degrees, except the dip increases to 25 decrees
e6st of the arch. Weaver ord Baker found the plate geometry south of Portland,
Oregon car.not be inferred f rom the hypocenter distributions.

An onshore-offshore seismic refraction study near the WhP-3 site derived a
velocity model that confirmed the continuity of the subduction zone slab from
the buried trench offshore to beneeth Puget Sound (Taber and Lewis,19EC). The
broadband seismic network near the WhP-3 site was used to dctermine the slab
geometry beneath the site (Owens and others,1988). Modeling studies suggest
the Juan de Fuca Plate is dipping 20 degrees to the east-southeast, concistent
with a location on the south flank of an arch in the slab benecth Puget Sound.
The base of the crust is at e depth of 31 km and a thin redge (about 3 xm thick)
of upper r.antle material exists between the overlying crust and the subducting
slab.

Michaelson and Weaver (1986) used telescismic earthqucke P-wave delays to
determine the georn(try of the steeply-dipping portion of the slab. They
detected a high-velocity subducting plate below a depth of 45 bn beneath
Washington and northern Oregon. Their velocity model suggests the subducting
plate extends to a depth of 200 to 300 km. A later more detailed study by
P.asmussen and Humphreys (1988) found the steeply-dipping part of the slab dips
65 degrees east beneath southern Washington. The slab extends to a depth of
about 400 km in central Washington, 300 km in southern Washington and 200 bn in
central Oregon, but resolution of the slab was poor beneath Oregon and central
Washington.

_ - . - _ . .. . -- _ _ _ - _
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2.5.2.2 Maximum Earthquake Potential

The staff finds that for the purposes of defining the Safe Shutdown Earthquake,
both the tectonic ]rovince method and an evaluation of the eartho'ake potential
of the Cascadia Suaduction Zone must be consider" As shown in Section
2.5.2.3, the major ground motion issue is wh',ner or not there is potential for
a great earthquake in the site region as a re J1t of the subduction of the Juan
de Fuca oceanic plate beneath the North American continental platb

The steff considered the following earthquakes:

(1) Shallow crustal earthquakes, including the maximum historical
earthquake not associated with known geologic structure in the
tectonic province _of the site, the maximum random earthqueke
in the shallow crust near the site, and the maximuni earthquake
un the Olympia Lineament.

-

(2) The maximum credible earthquake that could occur on the
subduction zone, both for intraslab and interface sources.

These seisn.ic sources are discussed below.

Sh6110w Crustal Earthqubkes

lhe applicent found that the site is located in the Coastal Plain Tectonic
Province. The large:t historical shallow crustel earthquakes not associated
with known geologic structure within this province are less than or about
magnitude 5.0 (i.e. carthauakes on December 7, 1944; November IC, 1957;
October 6, 1958; August 11, 1961; and December u.1903). The March 17, 1904
earthquake of estimated magnitu"e 5.3 has been r ocated to the western edge
of the Pucet Trough Tectonic Pro. ne or possibly within the Olympic Hountcins
Tectenic Province.

Offshore on the Juan de Fuc6 Plate the largest knuwn events were the November
8,1960 earthquake of magnitude 5.5 and the June 46, 1973 earthquake of magnitude
5.6. The largest shallow crustal earthquake in western Washington since
increased seismic coverage began in 1970 was the February 14, 1981 magnitude

y 5.5 Clk River earthquake, which is associated with the Mt. St. lielens seismic
zcoe(Grantandethere. 1994).

The applicant estimated the maximum random crustal earthquake by first assumi..g
the maximum is about one-half magnitude unit larger than the largest historical
earthquake, or magni cude 5-1/2. Second, the applicant considered that within
about 40 kn of the site, geological expressions of deformation (feult offset
and folding) associated with magnitudes up to 6 could escape detection (see
discussion in Section 2.5.1.2). Considering both the historical seismicity
record and the resolution of geological studies in the site region, the,

applicant corcluded the maximum magnitude possible for a random event in the
site region is estimated to be about magnitude 5-1/2 to 6. The staff agrees
this is a reasonable estimata.

#

- - - - - - - _ _ - - - - - - -
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for potential crustal sources outside the Coastal Plain Tectonic Province, the-
_
'

niost significant source is the Olympia Lineament near the boundary between the
Coastt1 Mcin and Puget Sound. The Olympia Lineament is an 88 km long northwest-

-trending linearr.ent 35 km northeast of the site. The lineament is defined by a
steep gravity gradient or anomaly at the southern end of Puget Sound, a late

>
- Cenozoic downwarp. In 19 t'-SER the Olympia Lineament was assigned a maximum

magnitude of 7.5 based on " imated maximum rupture length. The staff continues
to agree that a maximum co .,cude 7.5 is appropriate for the Olympia Lineamnt.c
In the CP-SER the Safe Shutdown Earthquake was based on the occurrence of-c
magnitude 7.5 on a postuisted fault associated with the Olympia Lineanct at a
distance of 35 km from WNP-3. An event of magnitude 7.5ds far larcar than
historical crustal earthquakes in Puget Sound.

Subduction Zone Drthauakes - Intraslab Source

The"e are two potenttal subduction zone sources - an intraslab source within
% subducted oceanic slab and an interface source at the ccntact between the
N n de Fuca ano Norta Ar4rican plates. The intraslab source is considered
sei;mogenic due to observations of historical anc: instrumental seismicity. A
flexure in the subduction zone, which is inferred from the position of hypo-
centers, is located east of the site. The applicant concluded that larger
magnitude (greater than 4.5) intraslab certhquakes have occurred in the
vicinity of or just below the flexure and at depths greater than 35 km. This
is consistent with worldwide observations that nost extensional intraplate
earthquakes occur at or below the slat' flexure. The increase in seismicity is
explaired by the increased dominance of slab pull forces. If this is correct,
ther the slab or plate flexure area may mark the western bourdary of the larger
int.mlab earthquakes. The applictnt relocated the February 15,1940 megnitude
5.8 earthquele, which cculd have occarred west of the flexure. The revised
location is similar to the published location and within the subducting plate
near the flexure.

The largest recorded esent associated with the intraslab y rce was the April
13, 1949 Nqnitude 7.1 Nrot Sound earthquake. i:is event tis reevaluattd
by Baker and Langston (1987), who found strike-slip motion oc sn east-west
f ault surf ace at a depth of 54 km within the flexure in the subnecting plate.
The largest ir*.sity observed near the WNP-3 site during historical times (the
past 200 year!' aas intensity Vil during the 1949 earthquake. The second
largest intre 4 event was the April 29, 1965 magnitude 6.5 earthquake near.

Seettle, which . curred at a depth of about 60 km, just below the flexure.

Astiz and others (1988) compiled data on subduction earthquakes and their
results suggest maximurr magnitudes for intraslab sources are about magnitude
71/E or less for subduction zones with slower rates of convergence, similar to
the Cascadia Subduction Zone. Based on historical seismicity in the Cascadia
Subduction Zone and observations in other subduction zones, the staff agrees
with the applicent that the maximum earthquake for the intraslab source is
magnitude 7-1/2. In general, the larger intraslab earthquakes should be
expected where they have been observed, in the vicinity of the flexu m in
the slab under Puget Sound, where Crosson and Owens (1987) have correlated
the localizatio,. of Fuget Sound seismicity with an arch in the slab.

|
1

_ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _
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-Subduction 2sne Earthquakes - Interface Source

The seismic potential of the interface at the top of the subducting plate is ;

, difficult to assess because it has been seismically quiescent during the
|

historical period of observation (the past 200 years). The top of the subducting '

plate is either deforming aseismically or the historical seismicity record
represents an interseismic period between the occurrence of large interplate ;
thrust earthquakes. This potential seismic source is observed worldwide to be
the part of the interface between the trench axis offshore end the bend in the

iplate at a depth of about 50 km. Fifty km is also the typical maximum depth of
large-subduction thrust faults worldwide. 1

It is possible that the interface is locked but accumulating seismic strain and
will eventually rupture as a large earthquake. This possibility is based on the
following arguments:

(1) Con.ergence is taking place and the rocks near the interface
are being stressed, as evidenced by intraslab seismicity, the
active volcanoes in the Cascades, young deformation offshore
(Silver,1972 Adams,1984)andalongthecoast(McInellyand
Kelsey, 1990); and-landward (down-to-the-east) tilting of,

marine terraces and the coastal ranges found from leveling
surveys and tide gauge records (Reilinger and Adams,1982;
Riddihough, 1982; Adar ,1984 ) .

(2) The Cascadia Subduction Zone shares many features with other
subduction zones that have experienced-great earthquakes
(Heaton 2nd-Kanamori, 198a; Heaton and Hartzell, 1986a; and

. Rogers,1988). These features include subduction of young
oceanic crust, no active be -arc basin, seismicity no oeeper
than 70 to 80 km, a gently dipping siab, a shallow oceanic
trench, a thick wedge of sediment offshore, a subducting plate
with smooth topography, and a seismically quiescent plate
boundary.

-(3) Geodetic evidence in Washington and British Columbia indicate
the direction of strain accumulation is parallel to the plate
convergence direction ' Savage-and others, 1981; Savage and:

| .Lisowski, 1988). Fur *hermore, strain models for western
Washington indicate t~e shallow portion of the platu interface!

islocked.(SavageandLisowski,1988).

-(4) Paleoseismic data from the Washington and Oregon coasts (i.e.
evidence for coseismic subsidence and tsunami deposits'

L (Atwater,1987; Adams, 1990; DarienzoandPeterson,1990))
suggest the possibility of large earthquakes with recurrence
it,tervals on the order of 300 to 1,000 years, longer than the'

period of observed seismicity. Vented sand (sand blows), an
indication of earthquake shaking, also occur near the coast
(Atwaterandothers,1988).

|

|-

-
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The probability of seismic activity on the interface is clearly uncertain;
however, the staff concludes that convergence is taking place and based on
analogies with other subduction zones and paleoseismic evidence, the interface
at the top of the Cascadia Subduction Zone must be considered capable of great
(larger than magnitude 8) earthquakes for purposes of evaluating the SSE at the
WNP-3 site. Since there are no moderate or large earthquakes in the historical
record for the Cascadia interface, maximum magnitudes for the interface source
are based on (1) analogies with similar subduction zones and (2)-maximum
rupture dimensions.

Heaton and Kanamori (1984) predicted a magnitude 8.3+/-0.5 for large shallow
thrust earthquakes on the Cascadia Subduction Zone based on empirical equations
that relate maximum magnitude, convergence rate, and the age of the subducting
plate. More recently, Jarrard (1986) analyzed parameters for 39 subdur. tion
zones and predicted a maximum earthquake of magnitude 8.4-8,5 for the Cascadia
Subduction Zone based on convergence rate and the age of the slab. Most of the
da+a in these studies is from subduction zones other than the Cascadia Subduction
Zone, which is very young and has a slow convergence rate; however, Kanamori
ud Astiz (1985) concluded that the occurrence of the 1983 magnitude 7.8
soutb.est Japan earthquake on a young subducting plate with a slow conver wnce
rate justifies the use of such empirical relations to predict subduction zr>ne
maximum magnitudes. Simmely, Singh and others (1985) found the Im Jal#sco,
Mexico earthquakes of .ognitude 8.0 and 7.9 agree with the maximum magnittede
predicted by Heaton and Kanamori for the Rivera Subduction Zone.

HeatonandHartzell(1986a)foundthatsubductionzones n southern Chile,
southwestern Japan, Alaska, Colombia, and Mexico are sir Jr to the Cascadia
Subduction Zone. Based on the largest earthquakes observed on these subduction
zones, geodetic and paleoseismic evidence, and the length of the Cascadia
Subduction Zone, they suggest great earthquakes must be considered on the
Cascadia Subduction Zone. Their observations suggest that great earthquake
sequences occur with an average repeat time of 400 to 500 years. Furthermore,
Heaton and Hartzell suggested the Cascadia Subduction Zone may experience one
of the following: (1) a sequence of four or five magnitude 8.1 earthquakes
(similar to the 1944 or 1946 Nankai, Japan earthquakes) that cover the length
ofthesubductionzone,(2)severalmagnitude8.8 events (similartothe1906
Colombian earthquake) with rupture lengths of 500 km, or (3) a magnitude 9.5
earthquake (similar to the 1960 Chilean earthquake, which was the largest event
of this century) rupturing the entire Cascadia Subduction Zone. Tb staff
finds the last scenario unlikely since there is a history of large earthquakes
insouthernChile(1575,1737,1837and1960)andsubductionzoneshavenot
been observed to rupture in a single earthquake along their entire length
(Spence,1989)..

The applicant considered the likely dimensions of rupture to estimate the
maximum earthquake magnitude for the plate interface. The complexity of the
subduction zone was-used to determine how long a section might rupture-in a
single earthquake. The slab was di;ided into a central arched segment in
Washington, a-north segment under Vancouver Island and a south segment in
Oregon.- The segments are based on the following:

(1) Changes in slab geometry (i.e. changes in slab dip).
(2) Greater intraslab seismicity in the central section.4

~. -.m_. - my
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-(3) Changes in shallow crustal ~ seismicity. .

.(4)- A bend or step in the volcanic arc._
(5) A greater volume of_ Quaternary volcanics in the' southern

segment.
(6) Changes in upper plate tectonic regime from slightly'

extensional-in the south to neutral ~in the central segment to
slightly compressive-in the north,

e
The WNP-3=sitefis located above tne central segment,-which is the significant-
segment for estimating ground motions at the site. The applicant chose the
length of the central segment. 250 km, as the maximum rupture-length. Rupture

: width was chosen as about 75 km, based on physical constraints such as the .r

thickness of sediments being subducted and the estimated temperature of the '

interface. From the resulting maximum rupture area'(18,750 km2), a maximum
magnitude _is_ estimated by us_ing empirical relations between observed rupture
erea and moment magnitude'for interface subduction earthquakes. The applicant

'

then estimated the maximum magnitude for the interface source to be magnitude
8-1/4.

Rogers _(1988) also used maximum rupture dimensions to calculate a magnitude for
the largest earthquake on-the.Cascadia Subduction Zone between the Explorer and-

Gorda plates. The. maximum magnitude calculated by Rogers was 9.1 based on_ a
rupture length.of 900 km and a rupture width of 100 km, similar to other young

u bduction-zones. Thus using maximum rupture dimensions'to calculate a maximum
magnitude can range from magnitude 8-1/4 (the applicant's estimate based on
segmentation)-to magnitude 9.1 (Roger's estimate based on rupture of the entire
zone).-

Michaelson and Weaver '(1986) detected a high-velocity subducting plate Lelow a !
' depth of 45 km.beneath Washington and northern Oregon and suggested'_the slab
was segmented on the basis of changes in the geometry.and velocity structure of
the'subducted plate. Beneath the Cascade Range of southern Washington and
northern Oregon, the slab dips fairly steeply. Since earthquakes in Washington;
appear to-be associated with bending of_the subducting. slab, Weaver and Michaelson

-(1985) argue that beneath Oregon the slab may be broken from the shallow-dipping
portion-beneath the Coastal Range. However, another studyrof velocities by
Rasmussen and Humphreys (1988) did not-find strong evidence for major _ segmentation-
.of3the slab,

There is evidence worldwide for segmenting subduction-zones. Habermann ande
others(1986)foundzones'ofhighseismicityassociatedwithbendsinsome -

.

subduction zones. Burbach and Frohlich (1986).used lateral changes?in slab
: structure to= define possible boundaries between segments of Circum-Pacific
-subduction zones. The characteristics Burbach'and Frohlich-used to. delineate

segment ~ boundaries were changes in strike or dip of the subducting slab,(offset
J

.of the slab,: gaps in seismicity, and clustering of earthquakes. Spence-1989)<
found'the Cascadia subduction boundary is segmented and the potential exists
for.-magnitude 7-1/2 to 8 earthquakes. _In addition,- Atwater and-others (1988)
found that paleoseismic evidence of coseismic subsidence do not necessarily'
indicate deprescion of'all of Washington's outer _ coast.

- . -
.
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Various discoveries of late Holocene subsidence that probably resulted from
large earthquakes on the Cascadia Subduction Zone have been reported as meeting
abstracts in EOS, Transactions of the American Geophysical Union (1986, p. 906;
1987, pp. 1239-1240, 1468-1469; 1989,pp.1330-1332;and1990,p.1069).
Subsidence observations are also reported at meetings of the National Earthquake
Hazards Reduction Program in the Pacific Northwest, the Seismological Society of
America and the Geological Society of America. These subsidence observations
have been found mostly along the coastal region of southwestern Washington and
northwestern Oregon. However, evidence of subsidence is also found along the
coast in northern Washington, central and southern Oregon and northern Calit w nia.
Work is ongoing to establish the dates of Holocene subsidence and the lateral
extent of disturbance for each event.

The paleoseismicity work indicates that large interface earthquakes of at least
magnitude 8 (larger than 100-km long ruptures) have occurred during the late
Holocene on the Cascadia Subduction Zone. Dating of coastal subsidence suggests
the most recent subsidence event was about 300 years ago and is recorded in
southwest Washington, coastal Oregon and northern California. The scatter
among the ages cannot oistinguish between 6 single event with a rupture at
least 700 km long and smaller events which could be distributed through several
centuries (Crant and others,1989).

The characteristics of the subsidence evidence differ from north to south.
Late Holocene marsh stratigraphy is similar in southwestern Washington and
northwestern Oregon. However, in central Oregon the amount of subsidence
during each event is less and in southerr. Gregon there is no consistent
regional pattern of buried soils. These differences could be explained by
a segment boundary in central Oregon which limits rupture lengths along the
subduction zone (Nelson and others, 1990},

Evidence of ground f ailure similar to that induced in the 1949 and 1965 Puget
Sound earthquakes (EOS, 1990, page 1145) would help in defining the size of
great prehistoric earthquakes. To date only one observation has been made:
Atwater and others (1988) found a vented sand feature along the Copalis River
north of Grays Harbor in western Washington. This feature is an indication
of shaking accompanying a subsidence event 1,000 years ago. The USGS plans
further investigations searching for paleoliquefaction along the Washington
Coast.

The staff agrees there is evidence that the subduction zone may be segmented and
rupture could be limited to slab segments of no more than about 250 km. The
staff also finds that in assessing subduction zones worldwide, maximum observed
magnitudes of up to 8-1/4 have been associated with subduction zones with
lower rates of convergence, similar to the Cascadia Subduction Zone (Astiz and
others,1988). Tha maximum magnitude of 8-1/4 derived by the applicant also
agrees with the maximum magnitude estimated by Heaton and Kanamori (1984) from
worldwide data. Thus the steff finds s maximum magnitude earthquake of 8-1/4
is reasonable for evaluating the SSE while the paleoseismicity studies are
ongoing. These paleoseismicity studies in Washington and Oregon will help
determine the dimensions of prehistoric earthquake meizoseismal areas and
recurrence intervals for earthquakes in the last 3,000 to 4,000 years.
Upon reactivation of the WNP-3 operating license application the new information
will be used to review the maximum magnitude earthquake for the interface source.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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2.5.2.3 RfeShutdownEarthquake

In the CP-SER the SSE peak horizontal acceleration of 0.329 was based on the
occurrence of a magnitude 7.5 earthquake on the Olympia fault at a distance of
35 km northeast of the site. The SSE acceleration is used as the high frequency
asymptote for the Regulatory Guide 1.60 seismic design response spectrum.

In assessing recent new information, the staff considered the ground motion
estimates at the site from the following earthquake sources:

(1) Shallow crustal earthquakes, including the maximum historical
crustal earthquake not associated with known geological
structure within the tectonic arovince (magnitude 5.0) and
occurring in the vicinity of t1e site, the maximum
random certhquake in the crust (magnitude 5-1/2 to 6)
occurring in the vicinity of the site, and a magnitude 7.5
earthouake on the Olympia Lineament.

(2) The maximun intraslab carthquake of magnitude 7-1/2 and the
maximum interface earthquake of riagnitude 8-1/4 associated
with the Cascacia Subduction Zone.

The applitant wa ;1so asked to estimate the annual exceedance probability for
the SSE using a n possible seismological sources, including the subduction
zone. Ground motion estimates are discussed below.

Shallow Crustal Earthquakes

The applicant assumed the maximum historical earthquake not associated with
known geological structure in the tectunic provirce uf the site (the Coastal
Plain Fruvince) was magnitude 5.0. The earthquake was assumed tv occur in
the vicinity of the site, and ground motion at the site was evaluated by
develuping site specific response spectra. For a discussion of the site
specific spectra technique see the Sequoyah SER (NUREG-0011) and the Fermi
SER (NUREG-0798).

Recordings were chosen for magnitude 4.5 to 5.5 earthquakes at recording
distances of about 25 kra or less and for stations with foundation conditions
similar to the WNP-3 site (rock). Twelve records were selected. The 84th
percentile of this data set is well below the SSE design spectrum. The staff
thus ccnsiders the SSE spectrum adequate when compared to the site specific
spectrum for the maximum historical earthquake not associated with known
geologic structure in the site tectonic province.

The applicant did not submit site specific response spectra for the maximum
random crustal earthquake of magnitude 5-1/2 to 6. However, site specific
spectra studies reported in the Sequoyah SER (NUREG-0011), in the Seabrock SER
(NUREG-0890), and by Bernreuter and others (1987) described site specific
spectra for a magnitude 5.8 earthquake recorded at nearby rock sites. The 84th

| percentile site specific response spectra recurte._ in these studies all fall
L below a Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum with . hi@ frequency anchor of 0.329
| These comparisons indicate the SSE is conservative for a nearby rendom crustal
I earthquake.

!
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In the FSAR the SSE is based on the occurrence of a magnitude 7.5 event
occurring on the Olympia Lineament, 35 km from the site. Due to a lack of
recc-dings in the appropriate magnitude and distance range, the applicant
estii.ted ground motion using two approaches - (1) scaling available recordings
to develop site specific response for the appropriate magnitude and distance
range end (2) using empirical spectral attenuation relationships for the
western United States. Both approaches indicate the SSE spectrum is adequate
when compared to +he 84th percentile of the estimated ground motions from
an assumed magnitude 7.5 event on the Olytrpia Lineament.

Subjuction Zone Earthquakes

Both the maximum intraslab earthquake of magnitude 7-1/2 and the maximum
interface earthquake of magnitude 8-1/4 are considered in evaluating the SSE.
The applicant derived attenuation relationships for potential subduction zone
earthquakes up to magnitude 9.5. For magnitude 5 to 8 cartnquakes, attenuation
relationships for both peak acceleration and spectral veloc'ty were developed
from rock site recordings at subduction zones. Included in the data set were
recordings from the 1985 magnitude 8 earthquakes in Chile and Mexico. Spectral
shapes were developed from recordings of magnitude 8 earthquakes at recording
distances less than 150 km.

Intraslab earthquakes were found to produce higher ground motions than
interface events for similar size events. Except for a few accelerations
recorded in Chile and Peru, the SSE peak acceleration of 0.32 g enveloped
accelerations recorded on rock for magnitude 5 to 8 earthquakes throughout the
distance range 20 to 500 km. The 84th percentile response spectrum for a
magnitude 7-1/2 intraslab earthquake occurring at a hypocentral distance of 70
km (the minimum distance to the slab flexure zone where the larger events are
expected to occur) is well below the SSE. Furthermore, the 84th percentile
response spectruir for a magnitude 7-1/2 event assumed to occur at the closest
approach of the slab to the WNP-3 site (the applicant's suggested 33 km minimum
distance) are below the SSE spectrum. The staff thus concludes the SSE is
conservative for a magnitude 7-1/2 source in the intraslab zone.

Since ground motions for subduction zone earthquakes greater than magnitude 8.2
have not been recorded, the applicant used theoretical modeling results to
extend the empirical ground motion attenuation relationships above magnitude 8
(S-Cubed,1988). Ground motions from great earthquake ruptures were simulated
by superposition of the motions from a large number of smaller events. The
simulated motions were prescribed to agree with recorded motions for the 1985
Mexico and Chile magnitude 8 events and empirically-derived average response
spectra for subduction zone earthquakes derived by Heaton and Hartzell (1986b).
At the WNP-3 site ground motions were calculated for a range of fault dips and
fault widths. Larger ground motions are predicted for shallower dips (9 and 12
degrees) because the shallow dip angles bring the fault closer to the WNP-3
site. Ground motions fcr events of magnituda 8.5 or smaller are pr'dir- M to
fall below the SSE spectrum. Response spectra simulations exce'c the SSE only '

for the case of a very large earthquake (magnitude 8.8) 0:' 2 f; ult with 9

degree dip passing about JO km below WNP-3. For this wurst as. the simulations
fall close to the SSE spectrum. The 84th percentile spectrum 'or simulated
motions at a distance of 33 km (the applicant's suggested minimum distance to
the interface) from a magnitude 8-1/4 event are less than the horizontal WNP-3
SSE, except at frequencies greater than 25 Hz.
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The applicant compared their results to another modeling study by Heaton and
Hartzell',1986b)-forlargeearthquakesontheCascadiainterface. The
comparison showed good-agreement at periods less than 0.8 seconds. At longer
periods the Heaton and Hartzell results are higher, which is expected because
that study included soil site recordings, which have larger motions at long
periods than rock site recordings. The Heaton and Hartzell spectra also fall
aelow the SSE spectra for a-magnitude 8-1/4 event on a rupture surface 33 kra
below the site. Another study by Hertzell and Heaton (1985) found source time
functions do not show differences based on the age, convergence rate or maximum
size of subduction zone earthquakes. Thus differences in ground motion,

recordings are not expected between the Cascadia and other subduction zones.
However, a similar study by Youngc and others (1987) found there may be
systematic differences k the ground motions from earthquakes in different
subduction zones.

The applicant concluded the SSE spectrun; adequately envelopes the 84th
percentile -spectre for interface events up to magnitude 8-1/2 at a hypocentrel
distance of 33 km. Ground motions are a'so predicted for events larger than
magnitude 8-1/2. The SSE. spectrum adequate enwloped niedian spectra for events
up to magnitude 9-1/2.

Heaton and Hartzell (1986b) also consider the possibility of- earthquakes
i comparable to the 1960 magnitude 9.5 Chilesn evert based on the length of the
'

apparent-seismic gap in W Cascacia Sub6ction Zore end a suggested repeat
time of more than 400 y s ' rom paleou ac studies. Their response spectra
for magnitude 7.0 to B.2 a nos are 1ergeiy enveloped by-the SSE. The modeling
results for sites i.. the rastal ranges suggest exceedances of the SSE for '

periods larger than 0.4 seconds and below about 0.08 seconds for magnitude
9.5 events. The estimated spectra for average ground motions suggest the SSE
is acequate for events less than about magnitude 9, but there may be exceedances
of the SSE for earthouake. ereater than magnitude 9 at periods larger than
0.6 seconds (Figure 17, ibid).

The SSE vertical design respcose spectra are anchored to 0.229 and do not
ccmply with the recommendaticas of Regulatory Guide 1.60, except between 0.03
and'0.3 seconds. (The development of the vertical spectra are described in FSAR
Section 3.7.1.1.2.) .The applicant compared the vertical.SSE spectrur to

E response spectra for a magnitude 8-1/4 interface earthquake at a distance of 33
km and a magnitude 7-1/2 intraslab earthquake at a distance of 70 km. In both
cases the vertical SSE spectrum envelopes the 84th percentile ground motion.

t = 0n.the basis of these studies, the staff considers the SSE adequate.for a
magnitude 8-1/4 interface earthquake at a depth of-30 to 35 km. At the time
of reactivation of the WNP-3 operating license application, the maximum magnitude

, estimate fr 'he interface source will be reviewed and it may be necessary to
reevaluat r e SSE. At that time any more recent strong motier_ data for

E subductio: ; n earthquakes Will also_be reviewed,-including the duration of
grcund motion.

.

!

'

.
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Ongoing studies related to the Cascadia-Subduction Zone by the USGS and its
contractorsLinclude the following:

(1) Regior,a1 seismic monitoring.
(2) Arialysis of- seismicity data (i.e. focal mechanisms, seismicity -[

. patterns, crustal velocity models).
(3) Compiling scismic recordings fron subduction zone earthquakes.
(4) Improving the understanding of how shallow underlying geology

. : affects ground motion recordings.
(5) Estimating strong ground motions for hypothetical subduction

zone thrust earthquakes.
(6). Probabilistic ground-motion modeling.

Probabilistic Seismic kazard Analysis

The appl %nt conducted a probabilistic seismic hazard enalysis (Geomatrix
Ccnsultants,-1988) to estimate the probability of exceeding the SSE. This
analysis 6ccounts for uncertainties in describing earthquake sources and shows
the relative contribution of these sources to~the exceedance prcbability.
Fourteen geoscience experts provided their opinions regarding the characteri-
zation.and seismic poter tial of subduction-related seismic sources. Shallow-
crustal seismicity was modeled seperately by the applicant. Ground motion -;
attenuation 1 relationships were developed specifically for use in the hazard
analysis. The results of the. analyses are presented as hazard curves for peak
ground acceleration and spectral accelerations. The following summary of fthe experts' inputishows the range of scientific arguments in characterizing :'the subduction zone. ',

-Each expert provided a cross-sectional geometry.of the Juan de Fuca Plate. Theg

majority.of the experts found the plate interface to dip 11 degr(es. Although
the: ocean slab geornetry varied among the experts,-all of the experts identified

iboth the plate interface and the slab as potential seismic sources.. The _ n
experts found the probability that the intrasisb zone is: seismically active to 4

be virtually unity; mo n experts' expect the future event distribution to
sfollow 'the pattern of historical seismicity, with the majority of the events

Loccurring-bt. neath Puget Sound. The probability that-the intorface is-active
and able to generate dents of magnitude greater than 5 ranged from near zero-L

a-to near 1.0.withian average of 0.54. Some experts considered segmenting _the.
| interface, but most~ considered the maximum limits of coherent rupture along the

interface to- be.the boundary with the Explorer Plate at the tootka Fault on the;

north and the.'Blanco Fracture Zone on the south.- The distance along this?L t

L segment ;is about -900 kn. :The ascessments of the minimum depth of rupture on ij. the' interface ranged from 5 to 30_ km and' the maximum depth of rupture' ranged 1
u from 35 to'60 km. ' ~

The maximum magnitude for the intraslab source was based on historical seismicity;
and analogy with:other subduction zones and results generally ranged from 7.0.

g 'to;7.5. Maximum magnitudes for the. interface source were assessed either (1)
,

'

on the basis of salogy with other subduction zones or.some other technique for
magnituce estination (meximum magnitudes range from 6 to 9.5) or (2) frc:n
maximum rupture dimensions (magnitude 8 to. 9.5).

.

'

!
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For the intraslab zene, the experts specified that historical seismicity be
used to determine earthouake recurrence rates (the cumulative number of~

earthquakesthatexceedaspecificmagnitudeasafunctionofmagnitude). For
the interface, recurrence rates were assessed on the basis of moment rate or
geologic data, such as saleoseismic evidence from coastal subsidence and
offshore turbidites. Tae average recurrence interval for large interf ace
events based on geologic data is_ about 500 years. Recurrence rates were also
basedontherateofreleaseofseismicmoment(theproductoftheplate
interface area, the convergence rate (estimates ranged from 1 to 6 cm/yr) and
the amount of seismic coupling (estimates ranged from 0 to 1)).

The hazard is dominated by potential subduction zone sources. For a peak
Lecceleration of 0.39 (close to the SSE), the primary contributors to the hazard
are intraslab events in the magnitude 5 to 7.5_ range and events in the distance
range 25 to 60 km. The secondary contributors are interface events of about
magnitude 9. The primary contributor to_ the uncertainty in the hazard was
variability among the experts in their interpretation of sources. There is
greater variability between experts in the assessment of hazard from the
interface source th6n from the intraslab sources due to uncertainty in defining
source activity. Hazard from shallow crustal earthquakes is dominated by ^

random seismicity.

The _SSE ggak acceleration of 0.329 has mean annual probability of exceedance of
about 10 The- probability of exceeding the SSE peak acceleration is higher..

than similar calculations for plant sites in the eastern United States
Bernreuterandothers(1989)slowedprobabilitiesof-exceedenceof10" to 10-5

-

for castern United States plant sites.-

Current estimates of repeat time 1or large or great earthquakes on the Cascadia
Subduction-Zone are larger than 200 years and thus the historical record may be
too short to have observed major events. Rogers (1988) estimated the repeat-
time of great earthquakes-based on convergence rate, the displacement during an
event, and various ratios _ of slip during earthquakes to total slip. He found i

repeat times of 400 to 1300 years. Adams (1990)-estimated that turbidites
off the Pashington-Oregon coast were deposited by turbidity currents
triggered b Nelson and
Personius (y great earthquakes every 590 years-on average.1989) find that southwestern Washington coastal areas have
experienced 5 coseismic regional subsidence episodes in the past 3000 years;
the last episode was about 300 years ago. DarienzoandPeterson(1990)studiec
coseismic, subsidence episodes in northwest Gregon and' concluded recurrence
intervals between subsidence events range from possibly 'less than 300 years to
at least 1000 years.

The applicant's experts attempted to overcome the. lack.of observed interface
events by. considericg worldwide analogies and maximum rupture dimensions;
however, without a sufficient historical record to observe large interface,

events, probabilistic estimates for. great earthquakes possess large uncertain-
l ~ ties. .Such estimates may not be meaningful and should not be compared to

probabilities of exceeding design earthquakes in the eastern United States.
|. The staff finds the main value of the applicant's arobabilistic study is that
L it-indicates that ground motion prcbabilities at tae WhF-3 site are dominated

by subduction zone events.

!

_,
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- The paleoseismicity studies discussed in Section 2.5.1-could describe the
distribution, size end recurrence times of large earthouakes on the Cascsdia
Subduction Zone, following completion of the paleoseismicity studies, proba-
bility stud)-experts could revise their estimates of earthquake source parameters,
including the probability that the interface is active, and another probability
study could revise estimates of the SSE annual frequencies of exceedance.

2.5.2.4 Operatino Basis Earthquake

in the CP-SER the staff found the maximum acceleration of 0.169 associated with
the OBE "tu acceptably represent the acceleration which may occur at the site
during the operating life of the plant." In the FSAR the applicant estimated
that during the historical earthquake record (the past 200 years) the largest
peak horizontal acceleration at the site did not exceed 0.139 (site intensit,
Vil), This acceleration is due to the 1949 magnitude 7.1 Puget Sound earthquake.
The staff thus concludes the OBE is acceptable.

2.5.3 Surface faulting

As indicated in Section 2.5.11.2 there is no potential for surface feulting in
the site vicinity. Lerge subduction zone interface eorthquakes could cause
surfoce rupture, but-this would occur over 100 km west of the site within the
western section of the modern accretionary prism.

CONCLUSION:

for those geosciences investigations conducted to date, the applicant has
ecceptebly-investigated and characterized the seismic and geologic hazards at
the site. The results of ongoing United States Geologicol Survey peleoseismicity
studies in Washington and Oregon are considered an open item. To ccte, these
studies have suggested that large prehistoric earthquakes have-occurred on the
Cascadia' Subduction Zone. The ongoing studies should define the dimensions of
prehistoric earthquake meizoseismal areas and recurrence intervals for earthquakes
in the last 3,000 to 4,000 years. This new information will be used in conjunc-
tion with any other relevant information to review the-maximum magnitude
earthquoke for the Cascadia Subduction Zone and the safe shutdown earthquake
for WNP-3 upon reactivation of the operating license application.
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